Summary. This paper proves that, subject to certain assumptions, the onedimensional magnetotelluric response function and the associated electric fields are Frechet differentiable with respect to the conductivity function. The flaw in the proof offered by an earlier author is explained.
Introduction
Many authors have published works which tacitly assumed that either the magnetotelluric (henceforth MT) response function or the MT electric fields themselves are FrCchet differentiable with respect to conductivity. This journal published a proof of the first assertion (Parker 1977) . Unfortunately, that proof contained a mathematical flaw. This paper offers proofs o f both assertions as well as an explanation of the flaw in Parker (1977) .
Let us assume that the magnetotelluric problem is modelled by 62 with ui(z)> 0, u j ( z )~C~ ( -D , 0) , Ei(-D, w ) = 0, and 6Ei/6z (0, w ) = 1. Physically, the problem is cast with a perfect conductor terminating the signal at some positive depth D.
The surface boundary value ( z = 0) is simply a scaling which forces where cj is the MT response function for ui. u1 (2) . As in Parker (1977) ,
Green's functions will be needed for (3).
The goal is t o show that the FrCchet derivative (linear operator from C2 [-D, O ] to the complex numbers) operating on Ao is the complex number where G2 is the Green's function for (3) with its associated boundary values, and all norms areL2 norms.
In Parker (1977) , a = a l , is assumed to be the base function for u, with az being the free choice to create Aa. The flaw in the proof is that a constant K z was selected to bound IGz(y, z)l for -D ~y , z G 0. This can be done individually for each (az, G2 j pair, but
One must prove that with ul fixed, F is a bounded functional of Au for suitably small Aa.
Only then can K z be selected independent of a2(Aa suitably small). 
